Unite View

Unite View – be confident in caregiver response
and proper escalation of patient events
Are you happy with caregiver response to patient events? Would you like to be sure that your patients
receive the attention they deserve?
Unite View:

Enhance patient alert notification

• Displays centralized “Dashboard” of alert notifications

Today’s clinical alarm systems are typically highly automated
and facilitate the transmission of alerts to a caregiver’s wireless
device. But what if the clinician is unable to respond in time
to a critical patient alert, or their wireless handset is out of
a coverage area? Unite View can contribute to better patient
response times and coverage by providing a dashboard
view of active nurse call, patient monitoring and other clinical
alert notifications. This central dashboard provides an important
secondary notification of alerts allowing supervisors and other
care providers to better manage overall responsiveness
and balance patient assignments. Unite View can also provide
access to basic patient demographic information contained
in the Electronic Health Record (EHR).

• Helps bridge gaps in caregiver responsiveness
• Manually review and dispatch actionable alert messages
Unite View is a software application enabling a central
display or “dashboard” of patient alert notifications across
an entire hospital ward or unit. This patient event dashboard
allows managers and caregivers the opportunity to stay in
touch with patient alerts in a central location.

Benefits
• Provides centralized “dashboard” view of active patient
alert notifications
• Enables secondary visual and audible patient event
notification
• More effectively manages overall alert responsiveness
and awareness
• Helps balance workflow and optimize patient assignment

Unite View mirrors active alarm and alert notifications sent to
your caregiver’s wireless devices. The list view displays
information including patient/room, alert type, how long the
alert has been active and if the alert has been escalated.
It provides both visual and audible alert and event information
via a large display in a central location.

Effective notification options
The ability to monitor active patient events and response times is an important tool to better understand the effectiveness of
care teams. Unite View provides several options to monitor caregiver workload and response time to patient needs.

Display clinical alert messages for an entire unit or ward on
either a large central display or personal PC.

Single, graphical presentation of clinical alerts with event icons
and alert timers to better understand patient activity and
response times.

Customize sorting of alert notifications by priority status or time
received.

Ability to send text message to an assigned caregiver by
simply clicking on “mail” icon.

Three selectable viewing options:
• List View – alert messages displayed in list format.
• Bed View – alert messages grouped by patient.
• Patient View – patient room/bed with information
regarding whether it is occupied, the assigned caregiver,
and highest priority alert notification.

Central Dispatch Mode
• Triage alert messages; utilize skilled resource to dispatch
only clinically actionable events to caregivers.
• Flexibility to decide which alerts are to be forwarded and
who should receive the alert notification.
• Include a customized note or instructions to the caregiver.
• Offers waveform image presentation.

Central Dispatch – flexibility to decide which alert notification
messages are to be forwarded to an assigned caregiver’s
mobile device.

View patient demographic information from EHR system
including patient name, age & sex, ambulatory status, attending
physician, diet and more.

Supports clinical alerts including nurse call, patient monitoring,
RTLS systems, and other similar clinical systems.

Provides “badge” number indicating the quantity of active alert
notification events.
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